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The New York Times bestselling series about a gifted young girl and the demonic sorcerer who

takes her in.The Ancient Magus' Bride is a supernatural romance manga series that features a

fascinating relationship between a troubled teenage girl and an inhuman wizard. Kore Yamazaki

combines a fantastical shoujo style with a darker, brooding tone that is reminiscent of shonen hits

like Pandora Hearts and Blue Exorcist. The Ancient Magus' Bride is an ongoing manga series that

includes captivating artwork and color inserts in each volume. Hatori Chise has lived a life full of

neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, she has had

her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter awaits her.

When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave auction,

Chise's life will never be the same again. The man is a "magus," a sorcerer of great power, who

decides to free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise

will become his apprentice-and his wife!
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Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of the New York Times bestselling The

Ancient Magus' Bride.

This is another great addition to the series. There are some interesting stories and we learn a bit

more about the fairy world as well as finding out about Alice's backstory. That part's actually a little



frustrating, because while it means well, it goes for the classic "drugs 'r bad, m'kay" speech that is

just not very effective, and perpetuates a lot of the misconceptions that are counterproductive to the

goal of keeping people away from harmful substances. I could go on, but I don't wanna get up on a

soapbox here. The drug angle is a bit cliche, but this installment in the series is still pretty good.

I've the story since day on vol 6 come to me in a sealed plastic wrapping witch never happen before

but I saw something come with it extra "special booklet" I was excited can't wait to read this tonight!

I'm in love with this series...another reviewer called this a manga cross between studio ghibli and

harry potter. That was dead on. Got this today and its already been read, Along with the manga

came a cute little booklet which included a bonus story of chise and Elias. I think Elias is starting to

be able to identify certain new emotions while chise is expanding her world and making new

friends.Have already pre-order vol. 7 for kindle app. :)

This story right here oh my lord!!!!!!!!! I was in love with this story before tumblr had even two post

about it. I was here for this baby before the anime came out. As a long time fan and it just being

such a great story I had to buy it and have it in my book collectionThe story is amazing and I love

the characters to death. The writing is great the story is great everything is great.

LOVE THIS SERIES

Ordered this it's brand new in plastic packaging and it came with a special booklet

Amazing like the rest of the series! I've pre-ordered ahead as far as I could find and can't wait for

more!

A really good series from start to finish, it can be dark but has lighthearted scenes. I can't wait for

the next book in the series
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